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1. Introduction  

 

1.1. My name is Herbert Ross Familton.  I have been employed in my current role by the 

Department of Conservation (DOC) in the position of Resource Management Planner since 

21 May 2012.   

 

1.2. In my current role, I am responsible for providing information, advice and analysis on 

resource management issues for plan and consent hearings and appeals. 

 

1.3. I hold a Bachelor of Arts Degree with Honours in Human Geography (1983) and a Masters 

in Regional and Resource Planning (1985) from the University of Otago. This included two 

years of hydrology to stage II.  I became a full member of the New Zealand Planning 

Institute (NZPI) in 1993.  I have a total thirty-three years’ experience in natural resources 

planning. 

1.4. Prior to my current employment with DOC, I was employed by the Auckland Council as a 

Senior, then Principal Specialist (Air) from 2011 to 2012, where I drafted Auckland Unitary 

Plan Air Quality provisions. I was employed by Environment Canterbury as a Senior 

Resource Management Planner from 2010 to 2011 in the Air Quality area. From 2006 to 

2009, I worked in the ECan Planning section as a Senior Planner in water resources 

planning, focusing on the North Canterbury catchments of the Waipara, Hurunui, and 

Waiau Rivers.  

 

1.5. I was the lead DOC official for the whole of Government submission co-ordinated by the 

Ministry for the Environment on the Waitaki Catchment Water Allocation plan in 

2005/2006.   

 

1.6. I have been involved as an expert planning witness for the Director-General in the Hurunui 

and Waiau River Regional Plan and Canterbury Land and Water Regional Plan and 

subsequent plan changes 2,3,4,5 and 6.  I was the expert planner for the Director-

General’s case the 2017 Kyeburn deemed mining permit applications. I am actively 

involved in various Otago deemed mining permit applications. 

 

1.7. The data, facts, information and assumptions I have considered in forming my opinions are 

set out in the part of the evidence in which I express my opinions. I have not omitted to 
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consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the opinions 

expressed.  

 

1.8. I have read the Environment Court’s Code of Conduct for expert witnesses and I agree to 

comply with it. My qualifications and experience as a planner is set out above. I confirm 

that the issues in the brief of evidence above are within my area of expertise.    

 

1.9. My evidence focuses on a planning evaluation of the Bay of Plenty (BOP) Plan Change 09 in 

terms of the analysis of the relevant objectives and policies of the applicable planning 

documents in relation to the DG’s submission. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

 

2.1. The Director General of Conservation (DG)'s submission supported many aspects of the plan 

change, and sought alterations to the plan to address a range of matters. Many of the issues 

covered by the DG’s submission have been addressed in the Council Officer’s section 42A 

report.   You may assume that where I have not commented on a provision, that the 

Director-General does not specifically oppose that provision.  There are many changes in 

the document where the submissions and officer’s recommendations have substantially 

improved the plan change. My evidence today will focus on the following matters: 

 

• Minimum flow and Allocation regimes 

• Partial Restrictions 

• Stream Depleting Groundwater 

• Definitions 

• Efficiency 

• I also will comment on fish screening. 

 

2.2. I have outlined   acronyms used in my evidence in my appendix 1. Appendix 2 contains my 

recommended changes, Appendix 3 relevant sections of the NPS FM and RPS, and 

Appendix 4 contains Schedule 2 (Fish Screening) from Environment Canterbury’s (ECan) 

Land and Water Plan. 
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2.3. In undertaking my evaluation, I have considered relevant parts of the RMA including but not 

limited to RMA Part 2 and sections 15,17, 30, 32 and 63-70B, the NPS (FM) 2017, the RPS, 

and the BOP (Bay of Plenty) Regional Land and Water Plan (RWLP). My evidence addresses 

a provision or group of provisions in the following order: 

 

• Any relevant context is outlined 

• The relevant provision is described 

• The relief sought by the DG’s submission is summarised 

• Any further submissions are outlined and their support of opposition to it and their 

reasons 

• The section 42A report discussion is summarised 

• I evaluate the relevant provision having regard to the above points 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

3.1. The default minimum flow proposed in Policy 5 as 90% of the Q5 for the primary block 

minimum flow is too low in my opinion, as a default minimum flow. It provides a very high 

degree of reliability to abstractors.  However, this does not provide an adequate minimum 

flow for aquatic ecosystems as outlined in Mr Duncan and Dr Drinan’s evidence. In my 

view this Policy 5 default primary minimum flow should be 80% of the 7DMALF for rivers 

greater than 5m3 and 90% of 7DMALF for rivers less than 5m3, with consequential raising 

of the cut off flow for secondary allocations. Such a minimum flow better provides for NPS 

FW Objectives B1 and B2 and Policy B7, Objective 30 and Policy WQ 2A RPS and Objective 

03 LWRP. 

 

3.2. Partial restrictions are an essential requirement for both primary and secondary block 

consents to maintain the minimum flow and protect primary allocation block reliability as 

outlined by Mr Duncan. In my view partial restrictions better provide for NPS FW 

Objectives B1 and B2 and Policy B7, Objective 30 and Policy WQ2A RPS and Objective 03 

LWRP. 

 

3.3. I support the limiting of secondary allocations to rivers greater than 5 cumec mean flow in 

Policy 5. 
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3.4. Various definitions would assist interpretation and use of the plan for consenting as 

outlined by Mr Duncan. 

 

3.5. I support the water efficiency provisions of the RWLP as amended by the section 42A 

report and proposed plan redrafting, namely on Objective WQ11 and schedule 7.  

 

3.6. I would support the addition of irrigation scheduling based on soil water levels to schedule 

7 if scope exists in the Federated Farmers or Dairy New Zealand submission. 

 

3.7. I would strongly support the addition of fish screen standards on water takes as outlined 

by Dr Drinan. I believe scope exists to address this issue in the Royal Forest and Bird 

submission. 

 

4. Minimum Flow and Allocation Policy WQ05 

 

Context 

4.1. Policy 5 is a key policy for the LWP that establishes an interim flow and allocation regime 

for water quantity for both surface water and groundwater in the Bay of Plenty. A more 

comprehensive approach under Policies 1 and 2 will be applied via subsequent plan 

changes for the nine freshwater management units (FMU) established under Policy 1. 

 

4.2. For surface water, Policy 5 sets an interim minimum flow threshold, where consented 

primary and secondary allocation abstractors must cease abstraction. This is set as a 

hydrological statistic figure, in this case for the primary allocation block, 90% of the Q5, 

(see appendix 1, Abbreviations) and for the secondary allocation block, the Q5. A limit for 

abstraction for both a primary and a secondary allocation block size is also specified.  For 

surface water the block size is specified as a % of a hydrological statistic, or by the total 

current allocation in the catchment less surface water resource consents surrendered, 

lapsed, cancelled or not replaced.  

 

4.3. Under Policy 5 for groundwater, the interim allocation limit is achieved by a percentage of 

the average annual recharge of groundwater, or by the total current allocation in the 

catchment less resource consents surrendered, lapsed, cancelled or not replaced. 
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DG Submission 

4.4. The DG’s submission sought an interim minimum flow for the primary allocation block of 

90% of the 7DMALF for rivers with a mean flow of less than 5 cubic metres and an 80% 

block where the mean flow is less than 5 cubic metres. The submission also supported the 

interim primary allocation limit of 10% of the Q5 7day flow.  

 

4.5. While the DG’s submission sought deletion of paragraphs a-c of this Policy, the DG’s 

evidence has not addressed groundwater (matter c in the Policy) and I am the view that 

the groundwater limits proposed in the plan are acceptable from a planning and 

consenting perspective. 

 

Further Submitters 

4.6. J SWAP Ltd opposes the DG’s submission because it opposes the use of the 7DMALF as an 

alternative replacement measure for life supporting capacity without detailed 

investigations to support this approach.  Horticulture NZ oppose this relief and support the 

use of the Q5 7-day low flow as an interim minimum flow.  

 

4.7. The DG submission was supported by Forest and Bird and in part by the Motiti Rohe 

Moana Trust. 

 

Section 42A Recommendation 

4.8. The staff section 42A report has recommended some changes to Policy 5 to refer to 

“thresholds” instead of “limits”, adding to the primary allocation limit either the 10% of 

the Q5 or the total allocation for the catchment), and establishing secondary instream 

minimum flows and allocation limits for streams of greater than five cubic metres mean 

flow. However, the staff have recommended that the primary allocation block of 90% of 

Q5 minimum flow be retained. 

 

Evaluation 

4.9. The DG’s submission aligns with the draft NES on ecological flows proposed in 2007.  Ms 

Anton will outline a view based on case law that this should be given some weight as “it is 

at least a preliminary view at a national level” on this subject.   
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4.10. I believe that there is an advantage to having an interim minimum flow set on the basis of 

the naturalised 7DMALF1,  such as the proposed NES as Council will be able to calculate 

naturalised 7DMALFS reasonably easily. Such an approach is also very consistent with the 

low flow range of variation (RVA) approach for flow and allocation setting methodology, as 

it mimics natural processes. 

 

4.11. My view is that it is entirely appropriate to set an interim minimum flow conservatively. 

Later studies may be able to refine the minimum flow under Policies 1 and 2 of the RLWP. 

When more refined studies are available, it is likely to set a minimum flow and allocation 

at a different value than the default set. Having said, it is my experience it is always much 

easier to lower a minimum flow than it is to raise one. This point is discussed in paragraph 

31 of Mr Duncan’s evidence. 

 

4.12. I agree that the smaller stream should have a more generous minimum flow as it is a 

truism in my experience in New Zealand that they tend to be more heavily allocated than 

the bigger rivers, and therefore have less ecological resilience.    This issue is recognised in 

RMA policy instruments such as the draft NES Flows and in regional plans such as the 

Greater Wellington Natural Resources regional water plan. Such a view is outlined in Mr 

Maurice Duncan’s evidence para 29, and accepted in the staff section 42A report with 

regard to secondary allocation changes to Policy 5 in particular.  

 

4.13. Such interim flows as proposed by the DG, are, in my view rightfully conservative.  The 5 

cumec threshold as proposed in the DG’s submission is appropriate for policy 

differentiation has been recognised in the draft NES Flows and in the section 42A 

amendments to the secondary allocation thresholds in Policy 5 (c), and I support that 

differentiation on this basis. 

 

4.14. The use of an interim minimum flow and allocation regime based on a percentage of a 

flow statistic is consistent with NPS FM Objective B1, which seeks to safeguard the life 

supporting capacity and ecosystem processes of fresh water. Being a percentage of the 

natural flow means that it will mimic natural flows at low flows, provided the allocation 

block is not too large. In that regard, Mr Duncan outlines in paragraph 20 of his evidence 

                                                           
1  the average (over the flow record) from the yearly lowest 7 days of flow 
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that allocation of up to 50% of the Q5, for rivers of greater than 5 cumecs mean flow are 

”unlikely to compromise ecological and other values” in his view. 

 

4.15. Dr Drinan’s and Mr Duncan’s evidence, in my view, illustrate that 90% of the Q5 as an 

interim minimum flow or threshold does not meet the general RMA requirements for 

sustaining freshwater life sustaining capacity.  

 

4.16. Dr Drinan outlines the habitat requirements of Bay of Plenty species in his Table 2, noting 

the potential adverse effects of flat lining in his paragraph 29 c, and of the need to provide 

for flow variability in para 37(e) of his evidence. 

 

4.17. Mr Duncan’s evidence is that 90% of the 7DMALF is a more appropriate default minimum 

flow/ threshold for rivers of less than 5 cumec mean flow and 80% for rivers of greater 

than 5 cubic metres mean flow. (see paras 12 and 30 of Mr Duncan’s evidence).    

 

4.18. From a planning perspective, my view is that it is more appropriate to a have a default 

minimum flow slightly biased (conservative) towards instream value protection rather 

than one which overly favours out of stream interests for three reasons: 

i. Firstly, it is generally far easier to reduce a minimum flow than it is to increase it, 

because of the effect on irrigators’ reliability of supply; and 

ii.  Secondly, a conservative minimum flow (and allocation block) will better protect 

in-stream values rather than one set at values providing for maximum allocation, 

especially if no instream flow values assessment has been undertaken; 

iii.  Thirdly, if set too low, the freshwater habitat will decrease rapidly as outlined by 

Mr Duncan in paragraphs 22 and 26 and Dr Drinan in 37 (c) and 41 of their 

evidence. Dr Drinan notes the importance of riffle habitats, which are most at 

risk as flows decline. 

 

4.19. In the past I have prepared reliability of supply analyses for a number of rivers under a 

number of minimum flow regimes.  

 

4.20. With dairy irrigators currently targeting approximately a 95% water reliability or better 

each year, the degree of reliability provided by a 90% of a default Q5 minimum flow is in 
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my opinion, extremely generous for out of stream users.  It provides reliability quite out of 

proportion to what should be a conservative initial decision on water allocation, such as a 

default minimum flow.  My opinion is a 90% minimum flow of the Q5 is unsuitable as a 

default value for a minimum flow on a prima facie basis. 

 

4.21. Two additional problems with a default minimum flow at 90% of the Q5 approach are: 

 

4.22.  Firstly, it is less suitable for spring-fed streams as their flow is relatively constant, and will 

result in a marked change in hydrological character. This includes streams such as Waiari, 

Pongakawa, Hamurana, and the Taniwha. Additionally, rivers such as the Tawawera and 

Kaituna have steady base flows as they are lake fed. This matter is discussed by Mr Duncan 

in paragraph 26 of his evidence, and 

4.23.  Secondly, if any river reach below the default minimum flow site is a flow losing reach, 

then the life supporting capacity of the river may be further compromised as flow loss 

effects may be greater than otherwise set by a the minimum flow or threshold.  For 

example, the creation or exacerbation of drying reaches below the abstraction site.  This 

was a feature of the Waipara ( North Canterbury) and Kyeburn Rivers (Central Otago) in 

my experience. 

 

4.24. This default minimum flow of 90% of the Q5 is, in my view, inconsistent with the NPS FW 

and RPS Objective 30 and PolicyWQ2A regarding the safeguarding of the mauri and life 

supporting capacity of water bodies and setting and applying instream flows and 

allocation limits.   These Objectives and Policies emphasise an approach that safeguards 

the life supporting capacity of ecosystem process and indigenous species.  

 

Recommendation 

4.25. I would recommend that a default minimum flow value of 90% of the 7DMALF for river 

with a mean flow of less than 5 cumecs and 80% of the mean annual flow for rivers with a 

mean annual flow of greater than 5 cumecs.  (note that this would require the 

consequential raising of the secondary allocation block cut off flows to ensure that they do 

not adversely affect the reliability of the primary allocation block). 
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5. PARTIAL RESTRICTIONS 

 

DG Submission 

5.1. The DG’s submission sought that Policy WQ16 be amended to require the application of 

pro-rata partial restrictions to surface water takes and highly and moderately stream 

depleting water takes (apart from Hydro- Electric power take and use consents).  

 

Further Submitters 

5.2. This submission was supported by Forest and Bird and supported in part by the Motiti 

Rohe Moana Trust. 

 

Section 42A Recommendation 

5.3. The section 42A report has partially addressed partial restrictions by referring to it in 

amendments to Policy WQ8 c (i)-(iii) regarding secondary allocations and WQ 15 (b) and 

Policy 16 (da).  Revised Policy WQ15 (b) does address this to a degree as a matter 

regarding the water availability relative to the interim allocations in Policy 15, but only as a 

matter that the decision maker “must have regard to”. Policy 16 (da) which relates to 

resource consent conditions now refers to a need to “manage flows” rather than to “cease 

abstraction”. 

 

Evaluation 

5.4. I concur with the DG’s submission to require partial restrictions.  Mr Duncan has outlined 

in his evidence in paras 44 and 45 how partial restrictions work and the reasons why they 

are a key tool in water management to establish limits for sustainable water management. 

 

5.5. However, I do not necessarily believe that the restrictions should be pro-rata in all 

situations.   Pro rata restrictions work well when the flow recorder site is above the water 

takes, however will not work when the water takes are below the flow recorder site. 

When the flow recorder is below the water takes, a quartile or “stepped” reduction 

system is a far better option for managing partial restrictions.  

 

5.6. I note the DG’s submission on Policy WQ16A on the requirement for one for one flow 

sharing. I don’t support one for one flow sharing in this situation as it will reduce the 
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reliability of takes within the primary allocation block. This reduction in reliability is 

outlined in paragraph 45 (a) of Mr Duncan’s evidence. 

 

5.7. The DG’s proposed Policies 16B and 16C I support as they provide for water users groups 

and also clarify that abstractions must cease when resource consent minimum flows are 

reached, which is the purpose of a minimum flow. Both these proposed policy additions 

add to plan policy depth and clarity.  

 

5.8. There are two basic reasons why partial restrictions are required, as an essential part of a 

water planning regime: 

 

5.9. Firstly, without partial restrictions, any primary consent holder could take their full 

consented amount one litre above the minimum flow. This could mean a breach of the 

minimum flow and endanger the life supporting capacity of the river that it was designed 

to protect.  

 

5.10. Such a situation would be a clear breach of the NPS FM Objective B1 and Policy B5 and B7 

in my view. It would also be very much inconsistent with Objective 2 and 10 and 30 and 

Policies 2A, 3B, 6B, 7B and 8B of the RPS which require the protection of life supporting 

capacity of water bodies and the setting and applying of instream flows and allocation 

limits for the taking of freshwater, particularly Objective 30 and Policy WQ2A 

 

5.11. Secondly, it is critical the secondary allocations have partial restrictions set to ensure that 

secondary water takes do not take their full amount near the cut off flow for secondary 

takes and affect the reliability of primary allocation takes. Otherwise in the primary 

situation, secondary takes could take their full allocation at 1 l/s above the cut-off flow for 

the secondary take.  

 

5.12. In the secondary take situation, the need for partial restrictions on the secondary take 

resource consents is due to an allocation need to protect the existing reliability of the 

primary takes as outlined by Mr Duncan in paragraph 44 of his evidence. Lack of partial 

restrictions in this situation would be inconsistent and not give effect in my view with the 

NPS and RPS Objectives and Policies outlined in paragraph 5.10 above the need to protect 

primary take reliability. Further, they are specifically required to avoid over allocation. 
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5.13. The reworking of Policy WQ15 (b) does go some distance to addressing this issue, but it is 

only a matter that decision makers should “have regard to” which does not mean that 

they are essential and should be a requirement of all consumptive water take consents.  

 

5.14. Similarly, the changing of the requirement to “manage”, rather than “cease” takes in 

Policy WQ 16 (da), removes the signal to consent applicants that they should expect ‘cease 

take’ conditions to be imposed on their consents.  

 

Recommendation 

5.15. That the plan requires partial restrictions be imposed on all primary and secondary 

allocation block freshwater takes for the reasons outlined above. 

 

6. STREAM DEPLETING GROUNDWATER TAKE 

 

DG Submission 

6.1. The DG submission sought a Policy framework in Policies WQ 2 (f) and 16 for the 

management of stream depleting ground water by including highly and moderately 

connected stream depleting groundwater (SDE) (definition provided by the DG 

submission) in the surface water allocation block and low hydraulically connected 

groundwater be included in the relevant groundwater allocation block 

 

Further Submitters 

6.2. This submission was supported by Forest and Bird and supported in part by the Motiti 

Rohe Moana Trust. 

 

Section 42A Recommendation 

6.3. Council staff in their section 42A report do not recommend addressing stream depleting 

groundwater in the interim threshold regime. 

 

Evaluation 

6.4. Mr Duncan has outlined the definition and effects of stream depleting ground water in 

paras 52 and 53 of his evidence, and the approaches required to manage adverse effects 

caused by stream depleting groundwater.  
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6.5. This approach, as a comprehensive policy framework, is essentially to ascertain the degree 

of hydraulic connection of the groundwater takes to surface water and then manage the 

most connected hydraulically connected ground water as if it were the surface water 

primary block, including subjecting those takes to a minimum flow and being subject to 

the relevant partial restriction regime and water users group, as applicable.  

 

6.6. Many regional RMA water plans have a policy framework to manage stream depleting 

ground water takes such as in Canterbury and Southland’s regional water allocation plans. 

My understanding is that the policy framework proposed by the DG’s submission is based 

on the proposed Southland Land and Water Plan (2016), which I believe to be a best 

practise New Zealand example.  Similar provisions are in the ECan Land and Water Plan as 

well.  

 

6.7. I therefore am of the view a policy framework for manging stream depletion is a highly 

desirable addition to any Regional Plan provisions. This is because it would, in particular, 

give effect to NPS FM provisions for integrated water management. Such provisions will 

give effect to RPS policy WQ6B, as without such a provision, the surface water minimum 

flow may not be able to be maintained, as the cumulative effects of any SDE takes 

adjacent to the river are not linked to the surface water takes. Such lack of integration 

does not give effect to the cumulative effects provisions of NPS FW Objective C1 and 

Policy C1. 

 

6.8. I do not believe that just because it is an interim framework that this effect should not be 

managed, as the effects are serious as outlined by Mr Duncan in paragraph 53 of his 

evidence, and in my paragraph above. 

 

6.9. I personally have seen the effects of significant stream depletion in the Waitohi River in 

North Canterbury. The stream depleting takes exacerbated a drying reach of the river.  I 

am of the view that even an interim allocation system can and should manage this effect.  

In fact, the Greater Wellington Proposed Natural Resources Plan introduces an interim 

allocation regime (with a Whaitua process to establish catchment limits later) that has a 

policy framework which requires directly connected groundwater to be assessed as 

surface water allocation.  See appendix 5. 
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6.10. Stream depletion provisions will, in my opinion, improve the interaction between fresh 

water and ground water under land in an integrated and sustainable manner, thus giving 

effect to NPS FM Objective C1 and Policy C1 which require the integrated management of 

water.  

 

6.11. If such provisions were not present it would allow the unsustainable effects of stream 

depletion to affect minimum flows and exceed primary water allocation limits. Such 

provisions also strongly give effect to NPS Policy B1 and RPS Objective 30 and Policy WQ2A 

provisions on the connections between water bodies.  

 

7. DEFINITIONS 

 

DG Submission 

7.1. The DG submission proposed a number of definition changes or additions as follows: 

• Minimum flow 

• Degree of hydraulic connection (fully, high, moderate and low) 

• Low flow 

• Fresh flow 

• Channel forming flow  

• Seven-day mean annual low flow 

• Sustained decline in groundwater levels. 

 

Further Submitters 

7.2. J SWAP Ltd and Tauranga City Council opposed in part the DG introducing new terms 

without distinguishing between small stream and larger rivers, and spring fed water 

bodies.  

 

7.3. The Rotorua Lakes Council opposes the introduction of hydraulic connection into a 

definition as it was redefining minimum instream flow and this could adversely affect 

municipal supply. The Oil Companies supported the DG’s proposed definition of “sustained 

decline in ground water levels”.  
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7.4. CNILML supports all the definitions sought by the DG. This submission was supported in 

part by the Motiti Rohe Moana Trust, and supported by Forest and Bird. 

 

Section 42A Recommendation 

7.5. The staff section 42 A report has not recommended that these definitions be adopted.  

 

Evaluation 

7.6. Mr Duncan has outlined the usefulness and need for the above definitions outlined in the 

DG’s submission in paragraphs 46 to 49 of his evidence.  

 

7.7. I am of the view that adoption of these definitions would give effect to NPS FM Objective 

B1, B2, B3, Policies B1, B2, B5.  

 

7.8. They would also give effect and provide guidance when considering consents to RPS 

Objective 30 and Policies 2A, (setting and applying minimum flows and allocation limits), 

3B (allocating water), 5B (reviewing resource consents), and 6 B (ensuring water 

availability). 

 

Recommendation 

7.9. That the definitions of minimum flow, degree of hydraulic connection, seven-day mean 

annual low flow, and sustained decline in groundwater levels are incorporated into the 

LWP 

 

8. WATER EFFICIENCY: OBJECTIVE  11 POLICY 2 (k) and SCHEDULE 7 

 

DG Submission 

8.1. The DG sought to include “water use efficiency” in Objective WQ11 and Policy WQ P 2 (k) 

and supported the plan Schedule 7 – reasonable and efficient Use Criteria. 

 

Further Submitters 

8.2. Trustpower supported the DG’s relief on schedule 7 as it agrees that irrigation should be 

based on an 80% irrigation efficiency. It was also supported in part by the Motiti Rohe 

Moana Trust, and supported by Forest and Bird. 
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Section 42A Recommendation 

8.3. The staff report has recommended adding efficiency to Objective WQ11, but not Policy 

WQ P 2(k). The report has also recommended changes to Schedule 7, particularly to 

encourage water efficiency for dairy shed use. 

 

Evaluation 

8.4. I agree that requiring the following reasonable and efficient use standards is best practise 

for regional water allocation plans: 

 

• 80% for irrigation application efficient; and 

• Irrigation scheduling based on soil and water levels 

• Requiring water management plans for municipal water supplies with 

sufficient management detail 

 

8.5. The 80% irrigation efficiency is the standard in the Canterbury, Otago, Southland, 

Marlborough and Wellington water plans. 80% irrigation efficiency encourages the 

efficient allocation of water. This maximises the economic and social value of water 

abstraction. It also importantly ensures that only water that is needed for the purpose of 

that take is allocated.  

 

8.6. There are five basic benefits of taking water efficiently: 

• Greater production per unit of water used 

• Increased reliability of supply 

• Enabling more users to have access to water for socio-economic benefits, and 

• Potentially enabling efficiency gains to environmental flows instream 

• Reducing the risks of leaching and consequently water quality. 

 

8.7. It is important to allow for reliability conditions, as in my view Council should not allocate 

water on the basis that it will be available every year, i.e. it cannot guarantee a 100% 

reliability figure. To guarantee reliability the minimum flow might have to be very low to 

allow for the taking the full amount of water allocated. In Mr Duncan’s evidence he shows 

the BOP PC9 return period applied to the Taupiro River in his figure 1. 
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8.8. Council therefore can only allocate water on the basis of a likely historic reliability based 

on the historic hydrology.  The basis that the full allocation will be available every year is 

not the natural variability that is recognised in section 7 (g) of the RMA when dealing with 

the finite characteristics of natural resources such as water.  

 

8.9. Objective B3, Policies B1, B2 and B4 of the NPS (FM), and RPS Policy WQ 8B both require 

that water efficiency is improved, and for this to be implemented via regional plans. 

Including water efficiency in Objective 11 as recommended by staff in the section 42 A 

report will ensure that this higher order direction to improve efficiency is given effect 

when consents are considered. Policy WQ2 k discusses efficiency, and so   I am not of the 

view that that adding water efficiency is required to be added to Policy WQP2 k. I also 

support the additions to schedule 7 to encourage water efficiency. All these changes 

better give effect to RPS Objective 30 (b). Mr Duncan   has suggested in his evidence that 

irrigation scheduling based on soil water levels be added to schedule 7, however, I am of 

the view that there is not scope with the DG’s submission to address it. There may well be 

scope in another submission, such as the Federated Farmers or Dairy New Zealand 

submission to address this issue. 

 

8.10. Further, section 32 (4) b of the RMA requires Council to consider the risks of acting or not 

acting. It would be my view that plan provisions that improve water efficiency will allow 

greater use over a greater area and that this can achieve social, economic and 

environmental benefits, therefore the benefits of acting on water efficiency would 

outweigh the risks of not acting in my view. 

 

Recommendation 

8.11. I endorse the staff section 42A report and plan provision redrafting on water efficiency 

matters in Objective WQ 11, Policy 2 (k), and schedule 7; and 

 

8.12. That Hearing Commissioners consider adding irrigation scheduling based on soil water 

levels to schedule 7 if scope exists in another submission. 
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9. Fish Screening 

 

9.1. One final comment is the DG did not seek any fish screening provisions on water takes.  

This was an oversight due to the drafting of WQ R3 as notified (which is unchanged in this 

respect following the s 42A recommendations).  WQ R3 is a permitted activity for take and 

use of surface water.  In the operative plan it requires fish screening and a maximum 

intake velocity.  Plan change 9 purportedly removes the requirement to have a fish screen, 

but did not consequentially remove the requirement around the ‘intake velocity through 

the screen’.  In my opinion this has been a source of confusion.   

 

9.2. However, I am aware the Royal Forest and Bird Protection Society did seek fish screening 

in their submission, so I believe there is scope for addressing this matter. Their 

submissions 17 and 41 on Policy WQ16 and rule 3 refer.  ECan have a schedule 2 in their 

Land and Water plan that outlines their fish screening requirements and I have outlined 

that schedule in Appendix 4. 

 

9.3. Dr Drinan’s evidence in paragraph 41 outlines the basic parameters of what could be a 

permitted activity rule for this purpose. He notes that there could be a significant loss of 

species without screening in his paragraph 42, as these provisions secure the life 

supporting capacity of fish.  

 

9.4. Fish Screening has benefits for water users as they do not want fish clogging up their take 

and pump infrastructure. Most irrigators I have talked to are invariably of the view that 

they do not want to harm fish as a result of their water take. The sorts of measures for 

most takes in the Bay of Plenty would involve a simple structure with a mesh screen. 

 

9.5. I am of the strong view that fish screen be a compulsory requirement for consumptive 

water takes, either as a standard for permitted activities, a matter for control for 

controlled or restricted discretionary activities, or a condition requirement for 

discretionary or non-complying activity. 

 

Recommendation 

9.6. I would recommend that fish screening be a compulsory requirement for all   consumptive 

water takes as outlined by Dr Drinan in his evidence.  
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Herb R Familton 

09 March 2018 
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Appendix 1 Abbreviations used in Evidence 

BOP Bay of Plenty 

ECan Canterbury Regional Council 

DG Director-General of Conservation 

DOC Department of Conservation   

FMU NPS Freshwater Management Unit 

J SWAP Ltd Aggregate and Gravel Quarry operator in Bay of Plenty 

NES Flows Proposed National Environment Standard on Ecological Flows and Water Levels 
(2008) 

NIWA National Institute for Water and Atmosphere 

NPS FW National Policy Statement Freshwater Management (2017) 

NPS RG National Policy Statement Renewable Generation (2011) 

PA Permitted Activity 

RWLP  Land and Water Regional Plan  

NZCPS New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 

NIWA National Institute for Water and Atmosphere 

Q5 One in five year, moving average 7 consecutive day low flow (naturalised) 

RMA Resource Management Act 

RPS BOP Regional Policy Statement 

RVA Range of Variation 

SDE Stream Depleting groundwater  

7DMALF  mean annual low flow, moving average 7 consecutive day low flow (naturalised) 
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Appendix 2 
 
Recommended Changes to text following section 42A Report 
 
Alter Policy 5 a) 
 
Replace 90% of the Q5 as the primary allocation block minimum flows in a) to 
 
“90%  of the 7DMALF  from 90% of Q5,  (for rivers with a mean flow of less than 5 cumecs, 
and 80% of the 7DMALF for rivers with a mean flow of  5 cumecs or greater)”. 
 
(with consequential raising of secondary allocation block cut off flows); and 
 
Alter Policy 2 e(iii) to 
 
e) Set environmental flows and levels (including an allocation limit, partial restrictions and/or 
water user groups, and a minimum flow or water level) for rivers, streams, lakes and aquifers: 
i)  Based on the freshwater values and objectives; and 
ii) That reflect tangata whenua values and interests; and 
iii) Applying conditions requiring a shared reduction of water take to all consented consumptive 
users of water. 
 
 
Add to Policy WQ10 
 
v) “Partial restriction and/or water user group conditions are included”. 
 
 
Add to Policy WQ11 (c) 
 
 
iv) “Direct, highly, and moderately hydrologically connected groundwater takes are managed 

under the same conditions as the relevant primary surface water allocation block” 

 
 
Alter Policy WQP3 to: 
 
f) Applying conditions requiring a shared reduction of water take applied to all consented 
consumptive users of the water (including permitted activity volumes via a plan change). 
 
 

 Policy WQ16 da) 

Delete section42A recommendation and replace with: 

da) The requirement to comply with minimum flows and partial restrictions and/or a water user 

group. 

 
Add to schedule 7 Irrigation a)  
 
 Or: Scheduling based on soil water levels (or to like effect) 
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APPENDIX 3  – RELEVANT POLICY AND PLAN PROVISIONS  

Relevant objectives and policies – NPSFM 2017 

Clause  Provision 

Objective A1 
 

To safeguard:  
(a)  the life-supporting capacity, ecosystem processes and indigenous species including their associated ecosystems, of fresh water; and  
(b)  the health of people and communities, at least as affected by secondary contact with freshwater;  
in sustainably managing the use and development of land, and of discharges of contaminants. 

Objective A2 
 

The overall quality of fresh water within a region is maintained or improved while:  
(a) protecting the significant values of outstanding freshwater bodies;  
(b) protecting the significant values of wetlands; and  
(c) improving the quality of fresh water in water bodies that have been degraded by human activities to the point of being over-allocated. 

Policy A1 By every regional council making or changing regional plans to the extent needed to ensure the plans: 
a) establish freshwater objectives in accordance with Policies CA1-CA4 and set freshwater quality limits for all freshwater management units in their regions to give 
effect to the objectives in this national policy statement, having regard to at least the following: 
i. the reasonably foreseeable impacts of climate change; 
ii. the connection between water bodies; and 
iii. the connections between freshwater bodies and coastal water; and 
b) establish methods (including rules) to avoid over-allocation. 

Policy A2 Where freshwater management units do not meet the freshwater objectives made pursuant to Policy A1, every regional council is to specify targets and implement 
methods (either or both regulatory and non-regulatory), in a way that considers the sources of relevant contaminants recorded under Policy CC1, to assist the 
improvement of water quality in the freshwater management units, to meet those targets, and within a defined timeframe. 

Policy A3 By regional councils: 
a) imposing conditions on discharge permits to ensure the limits and targets specified pursuant to Policy A1 and Policy A2 can be met; and 
b) where permissible, making rules requiring the adoption of the best practicable option to prevent or minimise any actual or likely adverse effect on the environment 
of any discharge of a contaminant into fresh water, or onto or into land in circumstances that may result in that contaminant (or, as a result of any natural process from 
the discharge of that contaminant, any other contaminant) entering fresh water. 

Policy A4 By every regional council amending regional plans (without using the process in Schedule 1) to the extent needed to ensure the plans include the following policy to 
apply until any changes under Schedule 1 to give effect to Policy A1 and Policy A2 (freshwater quality limits and targets) have become operative: 
“1. When considering any application for a discharge the consent authority must have regard to the following matters: 
a. the extent to which the discharge would avoid contamination that will have an adverse effect on the life-supporting capacity of fresh water including on any ecosystem 
associated with fresh water and 
b. the extent to which it is feasible and dependable that any more than minor adverse effect on fresh water, and on any ecosystem associated with fresh water, resulting 
from the discharge would be avoided. 
2. When considering any application for a discharge the consent authority must have regard to the following matters: 
a. the extent to which the discharge would avoid contamination that will have an adverse effect on the health of people and communities as affected by their secondary 
contact with fresh water; and 
b. the extent to which it is feasible and dependable that any more than minor adverse effect on the health of people and communities as affected by their secondary 
contact with fresh water resulting from the discharge would be avoided. 
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3. This policy applies to the following discharges (including a diffuse discharge by any person or animal): 
a. a new discharge or 
b. a change or increase in any discharge – 
of any contaminant into fresh water, or onto or into land in circumstances that may result in that contaminant (or, as a result of any natural process from the discharge 
of that contaminant, any other contaminant) entering fresh water. 
4. Paragraph 1 of this policy does not apply to any application for consent first lodged before the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2011 took 
effect on 1 July 2011. 
5. Paragraph 2 of this policy does not apply to any application for consent first lodged before the National Policy Statement for Freshwater Management 2014 takes 
effect.” 

Objective C1 To improve integrated management of fresh water and the use and development of land in whole catchments, including the interactions between fresh water, land, 
associated ecosystems and the coastal environment. 

Policy C1 By every regional council managing fresh water and land use and development in catchments in an integrated and sustainable way, so as to avoid, remedy or mitigate 
adverse effects, including cumulative effects 

Objective CC1 To improve information on freshwater takes and sources of freshwater contaminants, in order to: 
a) ensure the necessary information is available for freshwater objective and limit setting and freshwater management under this national policy statement; and 
b) ensure information on resource availability is available for current and potential resource users. 

Policy CC1 By every regional council: 
a) establishing and operating a freshwater quality accounting system and a freshwater quantity accounting system for those freshwater management units where they 
are setting or reviewing freshwater objectives and limits in accordance with Policy A1, Policy B1, and Policies CA1-CA4; and 
b) maintaining a freshwater quality accounting system and a freshwater quantity accounting system at levels of detail that are commensurate with the significance of 
the freshwater quality and freshwater quantity issues, respectively, in each freshwater management unit. 
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Table 3 Relevant objectives and policies – Bay of Plenty RPS 

Clause  Provision 

      
Objective 10 Cumulative effects of existing and new activities are appropriately managed 

Objective 15 
Water, land, coastal and geothermal resource management decisions have regard to iwi and 
hapū resource management planning documents 

Objective 17 
The mauri of water, land, air and geothermal resources is safeguarded and where it is 
degraded, where appropriate, it is enhanced over time 

Objective 20 
The protection of significant indigenous habitats and ecosystems, having particular regard 
to their maintenance, restoration and intrinsic values. 

Objective 30 
The quantity of available water:  
(a) provides for a range of uses and values;  
(b) is allocated and used efficiently;  
(c) safeguards the mauri and life supporting capacity of water bodies; and  
(d) meets the reasonably foreseeable needs of future generations. 

Policy WQ1A 
Promote the efficient use of water, enable water harvesting where adverse effects on the 
environment can be avoided, remedied or mitigated, and enable the transfer of water 
permits in whole or in part. 

Policy WQ2A 

 

(a) Set and apply limits for instream flows for surface water bodies to safeguard their life-
supporting capacity, and take into account Māori cultural values and other values where 
relevant;  
(b) Set and apply allocation limits for the total amount of water that can be taken from 
surface water bodies to ensure a reliable and accessible amount of water is available for 
users; and  
(c) Set and apply allocation limits for groundwater (excluding geothermal water) which take 
into account, among other things:  
(i) The interaction between groundwater and surface water;  
(ii) Sustaining groundwater-fed streams and wetlands;  
(iii) Preventing the contamination of aquifers by geothermal bore water and saltwater 
intrusion; and  
(iv) Water levels in aquifers. 

Policy 3B  
Have regard to the following matters when allocating and reallocating freshwater:  
(a) The demands and availability of water within catchments or areas;  
(c) Making water available to meet existing and reasonably foreseeable domestic, marae or 
municipal water supply needs with priority for essential drinking and sanitation 
requirements;  
(e) The benefits of maintaining instream flows to protect and enhance the cultural values of 
a waterbody, including its mauri;  
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(f) Requiring the volume of water allocated and taken to be reasonable and justifiable with 
regard to its intended use;  
(g) The value of investments that existing consent holders have made which depend on the 
water abstracted;  
(h) The availability of the water for other uses, including cultural uses;  
(b) Ensuring water in a water body is not over allocated;  
(d) The relative economic benefits of the proposed end use of the water, when allocation 
limits are exceeded, or are close to being exceeded;  
 
(i) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for, or directly associated with 
electricity generation from renewable sources; and  
(j) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for rural production activities. 

Policy 4B 

 

Establish and implement common review dates for the taking and use of surface and 
groundwater within specified catchments. 

Policy 5B  
Review existing resource consents for the taking and use of surface and ground water on a 
catchment by catchment basis to implement allocation limits and instream flows. 

Policy 6B 

 

When applying for designations, plan changes, land use and/or subdivision consent the 
applicant should ensure that there is sufficient water available at the location to support the 
activity. 

Policy 7B 
When applying for land use and/or subdivision consent the applicant shall consider 
alternative sources of water, and where reasonable, implement water conservation measures 
and the benefits of water collection and reuse and/or recycling. 

Policy 8B 
When considering an application for resource consent to take water, regard shall be given 
to:  
 
(a) The extent to which water users have demonstrated a reasonable need for the rates and 
volumes sought;  
(b) The extent to which water users have demonstrated that the water will be used 
efficiently;  
(c) The extent of potential adverse effects on other authorised users;  
(d) Specifying the maximum allowable water use as well as maximum abstraction rates;  
(e) Requiring the consent holder to measure and report the actual amount of water taken;  
(f) Whether water is able to be taken within pressure catchments and aquifers that are 
nearing full allocation;  
(g) Preventing saltwater intrusion;  
(h) The reasonably foreseeable impacts of climate change;  
(i) Establishing and applying a consent term of no more than 15 years, unless:  
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(i) The take and use of water is necessary to enable the use or development of regionally 
significant infrastructure;  
(ii) The take and use of water is for a non-typical activity such as dewatering and the access 
to, and use and development of mineral resources; or  
(iii) A longer term is demonstrated by the applicant to be appropriate in the circumstances;  
(j) The benefits to be derived from the use of water for, or directly associated with 
electricity, generation from renewable sources. 
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Appendix 4 ECan Fish Screening Standards 

 

Schedule 2 Fish Screen Standards and Guidelines 
 
1. Where the diversion or take does not exceed a maximum rate of 10 L/s and a maximum 
volume of 100 m3 per day, a fish screen shall be installed to prevent fish from entering the 
intake. The fish screen shall be designed to the following standard and kept functional at 
all times that water is being taken: 
(a) Water shall only be taken when a fish screen with a mesh size or slot width not 
exceeding 2 mm for intakes within 2 km of the coast, a coastal lake or estuary, or 3 mm 
for anywhere else, is operated and maintained across the full width of the intake to 
ensure that fish and fish fry are prevented from bypassing the screen into the intake; 
and 
(b) The screen area shall be designed to ensure the calculated average through screen 
velocity does not exceed 0.12 m/s (screens should generally be designed to exceed this 
area to account for some routine level of clogging of the screen with detritus). The 
required area (m2) of fish screen should exceed = Flow (L/s)/120. 
 

Example: The minimum required fish screen area for a cylindrical screen can 
therefore be calculated from 
Area = 2πr(r + h) x z 
Where: π = 3.14159 
r = radius of cylinder (m) 
h = length or height of cylinder (m) 
z = proportional open mesh area of screen material 
(i.e. 0.5 for mesh that is 50% open area) 
Note: The above formula holds where the screen is fully immersed in water as is 
usually the case with pump takes. Where this is not the case, the area will need to 
be adjusted accordingly. Where 50% of the screen may be exposed, then the area 
calculation will need to be adjusted to half (or multiplied by 0.5), or the actual screen 
area would need to be doubled (multiplied by 2) in order to achieve the same area 
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immersed. This example makes no allowance for the area taken up by the end of 
the intake pipe. Where high levels of detritus and other clogging materials are 
present, screen areas should be increased to account for reduced effective screen 
area. 
 
2. Where the diversion or take does not exceed a maximum rate of 10 L/s and a maximum 
volume of 100 m3 per day but does not meet the standards in 1 above; or where the 
diversion or take exceeds a maximum rate of 10 L/s and a maximum volume of 100 m3 per 
day and the diversion is less than 10 m3/s or the take is less than 500 L/s pumped, a fish 
screen shall be installed to prevent fish from entering the intake. The fish screen shall be 
designed with the following features: 
 
(a) The site is located as close to the river source as possible to minimise exposure of fish 
to the fish screen structure, and minimises the length of stream affected while 
providing the best possible conditions for (b) - (f) below; 
 (b) Water velocity through the screen (“approach velocity”) is slow enough (generally 
<0.12 m/s) to allow fish to escape entrainment (being sucked through or washed over 
the screen) or impingement (being squashed or rubbed against the screen); 
(c) Water velocity across (or past) the screen (“sweep velocity”) is greater than the 
approach velocity (b) and is sufficient to sweep the fish past the intake; 
(d) An effective bypass system is provided that is easily accessible to entrained fish, and 
fish are taken away from the intake and back into the source channel, or into water 
which provides the fish with unimpeded passage back into the source channel; 
(e) Screening material (mesh, profile bars or other) on the screen needs to have a smooth 
surface and openings that prevent any damage to fish coming into contact with the 
screening material; and 
(f) The intake structure and fish screen are operated to a consistent, appropriate standard 
with appropriate operation and maintenance procedures, and this operation and 
maintenance should be regularly checked or monitored. A record should be kept of all the 
maintenance and monitoring carried out 

3. Where the diversion is more than 10 m3/s or the take is more than 500 L/s pumped, in 
addition to the features listed in 2 (a) to (f) above, it will be necessary for the intake to be 
purpose designed and to consider on a case by case basis whether any additional features 
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will be necessary to ensure fish are prevented from entering the intake. 
 

Notes: 
1. Submerged galleries (abstracting water vertically) and galleries in river banks (abstracting 
water horizontally), or behavioural barriers and devices such as those that use light and 
sound diversions may not meet all of the engineering features set out in 2 above, but shall 
be considered to comply with them where it is demonstrated that they are able to exclude 
fish to the same degree of effectiveness 
2. In conjunction with a number of stakeholder groups, the CRC has developed good practice 
guidelines for fish screening in Canterbury. A copy of this guideline can be obtained from 
the CRC to help in ensuring fish screens are designed, installed and operated to include the 
features identified in 2 above. 
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Appendix 5 
 
Proposed Wellington Natural Resources Plan 
 
Policy P107: Framework for taking and using water 
The framework for the take and use of water recognises: 

(a) groundwater connectivity to surface water shall be managed as 

described in Schedule P (groundwater connectivity), and 

(b) the take and use of water does not exceed allocation amounts provided 

for in the Plan, and 

(c) minimum flows or water levels are managed in accordance with the 

Plan provisions. 

 
Policy P108: Integrating groundwater and surface water 
The connectivity of groundwater and surface water shall be managed as 

described in Schedule P (groundwater connectivity) and groundwater shall be 

allocated from one of two sources: 

(a) groundwater directly connected to surface water within the core 

allocation for surface water, or 

(b) groundwater not directly connected to surface water within the 

core allocation for groundwater. 
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Appendix 5 continued 

 

Schedule P: Classifying and managing groundwater and surface water connectivity 

 

Schedule P: Classifying and managing groundwater and surface water connectivity 

Classification of connection 

between groundwater and 

surface water 

General description of the magnitude of surface water depletion effect and 

aquifer characteristics 
General management approach 

Category A  

Groundwater 
Stream depletion effects begin almost immediately after the commencement of Groundwater takes in aquifers directly connected to surface water are subject to the 

groundwater groundwater abstraction and increase rapidly over subsequent days. Over the course same core allocation and restrictions as surface water takes unless there is clear 
of weeks to months the volume of groundwater pumped almost entirely represents hydrogeological evidence demonstrating that surface water depletion effects from takes 
flow depletion from local surface waters. Depletion effects dissipate quickly when are less than expected. Such clear new hydrogeological evidence may be advanced by 
pumping stops. a resource consent applicant seeking a new resource consent or an existing user 
Category A groundwater aquifers are generally shallow, highly permeable gravels amending an existing resource consent. 

directly that occur along the riparian margins of the main river systems. Category A Saltwater intrusion into an aquifer or the landward movement of the salt water/fresh 
connected to groundwater takes are expressed in litres/sec (L/sec) (based on a weekly average). water interface shall be prevented. 
surface water 

Category B 

groundwater 
Compared with takes in category A groundwater, the onset of stream depletion 

effects is less immediate and it often takes weeks rather than days for the effect to 

become significant. However, over the course of months the volume of groundwater 
pumped that is directly connected to surface water represents at least 60% flow 

depletion from local surface waters. Depletion effects dissipate more slowly than 

takes from category A groundwater when pumping stops. 

Category B groundwater considered to be available as surface water allocation is 

expressed in L/sec (based on a weekly average). Category B groundwater that is 

directly connected to surface water is: 

(a) groundwater with a rate of take at the point of abstraction (based on 

weekly average) of greater than 5L/sec, and 

(b) groundwater which over the course of a pumping season represents 

a flow depletion from local surface waters of greater than 60% of the 

rate of take or great than 10L/sec. 

The component of category B groundwater takes considered to not be directly 

connected to surface water is the balance of the amount assessed as being directly 

connected (i.e. up to 40%). 

Category B groundwater aquifers that are directly connected to surface water are subject 
to the same core allocation and restrictions as surface water. Groundwater that is not 
directly connected to surface water is subject to separate groundwater core allocation. 
The allocation for individual takes at a location in category B groundwater is based on a 

pumping test that provides hydrogeological evidence demonstrating the effects of taking 

water on surface water. A pumping test is required by a resource consent applicant 
seeking a new resource consent or by an existing user with an existing resource consent 
seeking an increased amount of water. 

Due to the potential for category B groundwater aquifers to have a less direct effect on 
surface water than equivalent takes from category A areas, groundwater takes within 
category B with a weekly average abstraction rate less than 5 litres per second shall be 

managed solely as groundwater takes. 

Saltwater intrusion into an aquifer or the landward movement of the salt water/fresh 
water interface shall be prevented. 

 

Groundwater 

not directly 
connected to 
surface water 
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Schedule P: Classifying and managing groundwater and surface water connectivity 

Classification of connection 

between groundwater and 

surface water 

General description of the magnitude of surface water depletion effect and 

aquifer characteristics 
General management approach 

Category C 

groundwater 
 Groundwater takes may contribute to stream flow depletion at a catchment scale 

over the course of a pumping season but effects are much less immediate and 

significant than for category A groundwater and category B groundwater takes. 

Aquifers with a limited degree of connection generally comprise low permeability 
geology and/or are the farthest removed from surface waters (e.g. deep confined 

aquifers). 

Takes from category C groundwater are not subject to core allocation and restrictions 

that relate to surface water but rely on separate core allocation for groundwater in 

whaitua chapters 7 and 8. 

A pumping test is required by a resource consent applicant seeking a new resource 
consent or by an existing user with an existing resource consent seeking an increased 

amount of water. 

 


